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ration of a neglected group and a forgotten front:
German immigrant soldiers serving in Union
armies in the western theater, where many saw
frequent, direct, and intense combat. Donald Al‐
lendorf does an outstanding job of bringing their
service and sacrifice to life, and exploits various
sources, including letters, diaries, service records,
regimental files, state and federal archives, Ger‐
man period newspapers, and secondary litera‐
ture, to shed light on their motivations, mindset,
and courage.
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Different religious beliefs, political convictions,

Prior to the war, Missouri's German immi‐

and drinking habits, as well as a foreign tongue, a

grants arrived in waves, but they all shared a de‐
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the significance of the western theater in winning
the war, and the complexity of the conflict from
the perspective of German immigrant soldiers
who had recently arrived in America in hopes
making better lives. This book will be of interest
to historians and general readers alike; however,
scholars in German American studies are mostly
likely to appreciate Allendorf's nuanced research
and diligent defense of "the Dutch." Readers who
speak German will find the occasional misspelled
German word a minor irritant, but the work in
general is a valuable resource in illuminating the
nineteenth-century German immigrant experi‐
ence in the American Civil War. For readers inter‐
ested in the actual fighting, additional battlefield
maps, terrain drawings, and historical illustra‐
tions of the physical battle areas would have been
helpful to expand their awareness of the courage
and sacrifice that Allendorf's narrative so effec‐
tively documents.
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